The 2014 Ebola virus (EBOV) outbreak in West Africa is the largest outbreak of the genus Ebolavirus to date. To better understand the spread of infection in the affected countries, it is crucial to know the number of secondary cases generated by an infected index case in the absence and presence of control measures, i.e., the basic and effective reproduction number. In this study, I describe the EBOV epidemic using an SEIR (susceptible-exposedinfectious-recovered) model and fit the model to the most recent reported data of infected cases and deaths in Guinea, Sierra Leone and Liberia. The maximum likelihood estimates of the basic reproduction number are 1.51 (95% confidence interval [CI]: 1.50-1.52) for Guinea, 2.53 (95% CI: 2.41-2.67) for Sierra Leone and 1.59 (95% CI: 1.57-1.60) for Liberia. The model indicates that in Guinea and Sierra Leone the effective reproduction number might have dropped to around unity by the end of May and July 2014, respectively. In Liberia, however, the model estimates no decline in the effective reproduction number by end-August 2014. This suggests that control efforts in Liberia need to be improved substantially in order to stop the current outbreak.
Introduction
The 2014 Ebola virus (EBOV) outbreak in West Africa is the largest outbreak of the genus Ebolavirus to date. The outbreak began in Guinea in December 2013 1 and later spread to Sierra Leone, Liberia and Nigeria. While public health interventions have been introduced in all affected countries, the numbers of infected cases and deaths from EBOV continue to increase and the effects of control measures remain to be determined. Real-time analysis of the numbers of infected cases and deaths due to EBOV could provide helpful information for public health policy.
Two key parameters describing the spread of an infection are the basic and the effective reproduction numbers, R 0 and R e , which are defined as the number of secondary infections generated by an infected index case in the absence and presence of control interventions. If R e drops below unity, the epidemic eventually stops. Several studies have fitted mathematical models to data from previous outbreaks of the genus Ebolavirus. 2, 3, 4 Previous estimates of R 0 from two outbreaks in Congo (1995) and Uganda (2000) range from 1.3 2 to 2.7. 4 It will be important to know the reproduction numbers of the current EBOV outbreak and how it is affected by public health interventions. This will facilitate making projections of the epidemic during the next months and will allow comparisons of the effects of control measures in each country.
In this study, I describe the 2014 EBOV epidemic using an SEIR (susceptible-exposed-infectious-recovered) model. Fitting the model to the most recent data about reported cases and deaths in Guinea, Sierra Leone and Liberia provided estimates of the reproduction numbers of EBOV in absence and presence of control interventions.
Methods
The transmission of EBOV follows SEIR (susceptible-exposedinfectious-recovered) dynamics and can be described by the following set of ordinary differential equations (ODEs): 2
After transmission of the virus, susceptible individuals S enter the exposed class E before they become infectious individuals I that either recover and survive (R) or die. 1/σ and 1/γ are the average durations of incubation and infectiousness. The case fatality rate is given by f . The transmission rate in absence of control interventions is constant, i.e., β (t) = β . After control measures are introduced at time τ ≤ t, the transmission rate was assumed to decay exponentially at rate k: 3
i.e., the time until the transmission rate is at 50% of its initial level is t 1/2 = ln(2)/k. Assuming the epidemics starts with a single infected case (I 0 = 1 and C 0 = 1), the cumulative number of infected cases C and deaths D are given by the solutions to dC/dt = σ E and dD/dt = f γI, respectively. The ODEs were solved numerically in the R software environment for statistical computing 6 using the function ode from the package deSolve. Outbreak data for Guinea, Sierra Leone and Liberia (Table  2) were based on the cumulative numbers of reported total cases (confirmed, probable and suspected) and deaths from the World Health Organisation (WHO). 5 The total population size N = S + E + I + R in each country was assumed to be 10 6 individuals. Note that the exact population size does not need to be known to estimate the model parameters as long as the number of cases is small compared to the total population size. 2 In particular, the basic reproduction number is simply given by R 0 = β /γ. The effective reproduction number is given by R e = β (t)S/(γN) ≈ β (t)/γ as long as the number of cases remains much smaller than S.
Maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters were obtained by fitting the model to the data, assuming the cumulative numbers of cases and deaths are Poisson distributed. I used the optimization algorithm by Nelder & Mead that is implemented in the function optim. 95% confidence intervals (CI) were calculated from the likelihood profile.
Results
The limited number of data items and the fact that the EBOV outbreak is ongoing prevent the estimation of all model parameters. Hence, I made three simplifying assumptions. First, the average duration of the incubation and infectious period were fixed to previous estimates from an outbreak of the same EBOV subtype in Congo in 1995 (1/σ = 5.3 days and 1/γ = 5.61 days). 2 Second, I assumed that control measures began after the appearance of the first infected case, i.e., τ = 0. Third, the date of appearance of the primary case of the outbreak in Guinea was set to 2 December 2013. 1 The remaining parameters to be estimated are the transmission rate β , the case fatality rate f , the rate k at which control measures reduce the transmission rate and the time of appearance of the primary case that caused the subsequent outbreak T (for Sierra Leone and Liberia only).
The model fits the reported data of cases and deaths in Guinea, Sierra Leone and Liberia well (Figure 1) . The maximum likelihood estimates of the basic reproduction number, R 0 , are 1.51 (95% CI: 1.50-1.52) for Guinea, 2.53 (95% CI: 2.41-2.67) for Sierra Leone and 1.59 (95% CI: 1.57-1.60) for Liberia ( Table 1 ). The case fatality rate f is estimated at 74% (95% CI: 72%-75%) for Guinea, 48% (95% CI: 47%-50%) for Sierra Leone and 71% (95% CI: 69%-74%) for Liberia. The estimates of the parameter k, which describes how the control measures reduce the transmission rate, vary between countries (Table 1 ). This results in a different decrease of the effective reproduction number, R e , after the outbreaks started in each country. While R e seems to have dropped to levels around unity in Guinea and Sierra Leone by end-August 2014, the model suggests that control interventions were not successful in reducing R e in Liberia (Fig. 2) .
Discussion
This study uses mathematical modeling to estimate the basic and effective reproduction numbers of EBOV during the 2014 outbreak in West Africa. The maximum likelihood esitmates of R 0 are 1.51 for Guinea, 2.53 for Sierra Leone and 1.59 for Liberia and lie within the same range as previous estimates for an EBOV outbreak in Congo (1995) and an outbreak of Sudan virus (SUDV) in Uganda (2000). 2, 3, 4 The basic reproduction number in Sierra Leone seems to be significantly higher than in Guinea and Liberia. This could be a result of differences in the population structure or human mobility. This study provides real-time estimates of EBOV transmission parameters during an ongoing outbreak. The mathematical model of transmission is informed by previous studies 2, 3, 4 and provides a good description of the current epidemic. Interestingly, the estimated date of appearance of the primary case that caused the subsequent outbreak in Sierra Leone is in agreement with the time of the most recent common ancestor of a genome analysis of the EBOV outbreak. 7 The simplifying assumptions of the model mean that the results of this study need to be interpreted with caution. A major limitation of the model is that the transmission rate decays exponentially due to control measures after the appearance of the first infectious case. Thus, the model cannot account for fluctuations in the number of new cases as seen in Guinea. These fluctuations could be a result of varying effects of control interventions in different areas, suggesting that R e in some parts such as urban areas might well be above unity. As more data of the EBOV outbreak is becoming available, this modeling aspect might fit better to data from specific areas within a country. The effectiveness of current control measures on the transmission rate is unknown at present and the size and duration of the outbreak suggest that they need to improve. As more data accumulate over the next weeks and months a more thorough analysis will allow more accurate estimates of R 0 and R e together with epidemic projections and the uncertainty around them.
Real-time estimates of epidemic parameters and model projections are important for predicting the evolution of this EBOV epidemic and investigating the effects of ongoing and new interventions. Hygiene measures and social distancing intervention are already being implemented and WHO has given permission for the use and evaluation of currently unregistered new drugs and vaccines. The results of this study suggest that control measures might have been sufficient to decrease the effective reproduction number to around unity in Guinea and Sierra Leone by the end of May and July 2014, respectively. In Liberia, however, control efforts still need to be improved substantially in order to stop the current outbreak. Table 2 . Reported cumulative numbers of cases and deaths of EBOV during the 2014 outbreak. Data were retrieved from the WHO website and based on the cumulative total numbers of clinical cases (confirmed, probable and suspected). 5 The first confirmed cases in Sierra Leone were reported on 27 May 2014. In Liberia, the cases that were reported on 16 June 2014 were the first new cases since 6 April 2014.
